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Dedication

This volume Is dedicated to the memory of

Vernon Cheldelin under whose guidance and

leadership integration of the sciences for

Oregon secondary school youth was begun in

1963.
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Introduction

The Portland Project was initiated in tne fall of 1962 when two

secondary school teachers, one with background in CBA chemistry, the

other having responsibility for PSSC physics, began to note and discuss

the redundancy in their respective courses. Why should students be

subjected to this repetitious and fragmented representation of the physical

sciences? they asked. A Steering Committee met to pursue the problem

further and perhaps enlist the support of a funding organization to

permit its exploration in depth. Under the able and devoted leadership

of Vernon Cheldelin, Dean of the School of Science at Oregon State Univer-

sity (deceased), two proposals prepared for support by the National Sc!ence

Foundation were funded in the summers of 1963 and 1964.

Thirty-five scientists and teachers devoted various quantities

of time as writers, consultants, pilot teachers, and evaluators, with

the aim of ascertaining the feasibility and efficiency of the integration

of chemistry and physics. Concurrently and subsequently, other groups in

other parts of the country have carried on studies that are approximately

parallel to this one.
1

Though the conceptual development and points of

emphasis differ, the various groups are satisfied that integration of

science courses is not only feasible but highly desirable.

--------Vederation for Unified Science (FUSE) was recently organized to
act as a clearinghouse of information on integrated science courses.
Victor Showalter at Ohio University is the chairman of this committee.
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Dr. Michael F. :ca of the Education and Science Staffs of Portland

State University conducted an evaluation which revealee that subject

matter achievement in chemistry and physics and critical thinking

abilities are enhanced among students who studied the integrated

courses over those who study the separate disciplines of chemistry and

physics. it should be emphasized that though these differences were

apparent, it could not be demonstrated that they were statistically

significant.
2 A concomitant result showed that enrollments in the

two-year integrated courses were dramatically greater than in the

separate courses.

A survey completed April 16, 1967 showed that there were

forty-four schools in twenty states using the Portland Project

integrated chemistry-physics course.3

Mounting evidence in the literature from prominent persons

working in science education strongly supported this mode of organiza-

tion. Dr. Jerrold R. Zacharias, the prime instigator of the PSSC

physics program, exemplified the changing attitude of scientists and

educators:

The division of science at the secondary school level,
into biology, chemistry, and physics is both unreason-
able and uneconomical.

--------2Eetalled results of this study may be obtained by writing to
Dr. Fiasca at Portland State University.

3Detailed enrollment figures and addresses of people who are
using the Portland Project courses may also be obtained from Dr. Fiasca.



Ideally, a three-year course that covered all
three disciplines would be far more suitable than a
sequence of courses which pretends to treat them as
distinct. Today such a three-year course would be
difficult to fit into the educational system, but much
of this difficulty might be overcome at once if such
a course existed, and it might well be that present
tendencies in education would soon overcome the rest.

In any case, a greater coordination of the three
subjects is possible even within the existing frame-
work. It is understandable that the groups which
developed the existing programs, each of which faced
great probiems of its own as it worked toward its
goals, were reluctant to embark on the larger task
of giving coherence to the sum of their efforts.
With the programs now complete or approaching completion,
it may be that the time has arrived for this necessary
step.'

Stimulated by the apparent success of their original work tow, rds this

kind of integrated course, persons close to the Portland Project began

to discuss extension of their work to include biology with chemistry

and physics in a three-year sequence. A third proposal was prepared

in 1966 and granted '.upport by the National Science Foundation. Dr.

Arthur Scott, member of the Chemistry Department at Reed College who

has had deep :nterest in the Portland Project since its inception,

graciously offered his talents, energy and time to carry on the voject

after Dean Cheldelin's death.

A writing conference was conducted on the Portland State

4From page 52 of innovation and Experiment in Education, a
Progress Report of the panel on Educational Research and Development
to the U.S. Commissioner of Education, the Director of the National
Science Foundation, and the Special Assistant to the President for
Science and Technology, March, 1964.
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University campus during the summer of 1967 to develop materials such

as teacher and student guides. Eight locz1 pilot schools committed

approximatey five hundred students and twelve pilot teachers for

testing and evaluation. Dr. Donald Stotler, Supervisor of Science

for the Portland School District, has had an active part in this and

other phases of this project.

Twenty-six persons whose functions were :ing, consulting,

anaiysis, and editing met on the Portland State campus beginning

June 14, 1967, to begin preliminary work on the integrated course.

Their first task was to formulate an outline that displayed logical

content development utilizigg concepts out of biology, chemistry and

physics. Particular attention was paid to matching students'

abil'fles, interest and maturity level with the sophisticotion of

concepts as nearly as this was possible to do. Then the committee

perused material developed by The national curriculum groups --

PSSC, Project Physics, GBA, CHEMS, BSCS and IPS -- In search of

material to implement the outline they constructed previously. In

the absence of appropriate materials, major and minor writing projects

were initiated.

The writing committee continued its work in the summers of

1968 and 1969 with Dr. Karl Dittmer, Dean of the Division of Science,

as director. Four major projects were tackled and completed: (1)

extensive revisions were effected in the three-year outline, (2) the

first and second year courses were revised based upon student and
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teacher feedback, (3) the third-year course was developed incorpora-

ting Harvard Project Physics materials as a main vehicle, and (4) an

evaluation program for the three-year course was developed.
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Three-Year Course Rationale

The decision to try to develop a three-year integrated science

course which would replace the traditional three courses in biology,

chemistry, and physics is based on several considerations. Among

them are:

(1) A conviction that modern developments have made the

division of science under these three headings obsolete;

(2) A recognition that the traditional courses overlap in

many areas, resulting in a great deal of duplicilion and repetition

as in the gas laws, atomic and nuclear structure, calorimetry, and

the kinetic molecular theory;

(3) A feeling that terminal students, who take no more than

one year of science, deserve to get a taste of all of science rather

than just mne aspect, as they do in the conventional programs; and

(4) A desire to emphasize the unity in the approach to

natural phenomena and the similarity in the methods, techniques, and

apparatus used by scientists in all fields.

A natural question arises as to what distinguishes this course

from a general science course expanded to three years. The answer is

that this course does nmt consist of a number of unrelated topics that

might be taken up in any order; rather, it treats science as a structure

that proceeds from observation to the development of general principles

and then to the application of those principles to more involved problems.

:14
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The emphasis in a general science course is on the results of science;

the emphasis here is on the methods and reasoning by which scientists

have arrived at these results.

The three-year course outline shows that a number of topics

such as properties of matter, energy, heat, and certain biological

concepts are discussed at the first-year level and again later in the

course. This recycliny is deliberate. It is intended to introduce

students in a semiquantitative way to some of the significant

generalizations of science and to show how these generalizations

arose. These topics are treated again in the second and third years

when greater facility with mathematics on the part of students makes

it possible for them to understand and appreciate discussions of

these topics in the succinct and precise language of mathematics.

An excessively formal and quantitative approach is avoided

in the first year for several reasons. Students at this level do not

extract essential meaning from such a presentation of information,

furthermore, first encounters with neo ideas should proceed from an

intuitive, non-quantitative confrontation to one that is more

quantitative. Teachers have spoken out alainst teaching and learning

methods which substitute equations, formulas and other quantitative

representations for first-hand experience, wc,rd descriptions,

examples, and illustrations. These criticisms are just as valid

for students who are very capable and very interested in science as

they are for other students. Moreover, the mathemstical

15
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sophistication of students at this level is such that they are unable

to follow most mathematical arguments as explanations for natural

phenomena.

The typical sctence experience of most secondary school

students consists of one or two years devoted to general science and

biology. Few study physics and chemistry. A significant advantage

to the course of study described here is that students are given a

chance to study physics and chemistry at a level of rigor that is

consistent with their ability and their mathematical maturity. Students

who terminate their study of science at the end of one year get a

significant exposure to the structure of biology, chemistry, and

physics as they are presented In the latest curricular developments.

Students who might not elect science beyond the first year because of

lack of Interest in biology may be attracted by the chemistry or

physics portions of the course and elect to take an additional year

or twe of science. Students who are "turned on" by biology may wish

to pursue further study of biochemical topics in Years 11 and III.

First Year Course

After considering these problems and goals, the general course

outline for the first year of the course was derived. It consists of

four main parts:

(1) Perception and Quantification

(2) Heat, Energy and Order

(3) Mice and Men
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(4) Environmental Balance?

The year begins with a study of the perceiver, moves on to the

perceived, and ends with the interaction of the perceiver with the

perceived. The first-year student starts out by gaining a better

awareness of the nature of his perception and senses -- the

faculties that make him aware of the world around him. With an

increased understanding of these perceptual abilities, he can turn to

the environment and then relate himself to it. He finds that his

perception is limited and that he often needs to call on technological

and conceptual extensions and that even these have their limitations.

The importance of organization and classification as parts of

perception is emphasized. The physical properties of matter are intro-

duced and studied as aids in organization and classification of

chemicals. The identification of unknowns by study of their physical

properties and use of organized data on punch cards is the culminating

experiment of the Perception unit.

Apart from the great diversity exhibited in nature, which the

scientist must organize in order to comprehend, certain unifying prin-

ciples are essential for deeper understanding. The most powerful of

these is the energy concept, which is explored in the "Heat, Energy,

and Order" unit in several of its ramifications - physical, chemical,

and biological. The discussion begins by developing an experientially

important energy form, viz., heat. The macroscopic aspects of heat as

embodied in calorimetry are related to the microscopic in terms of
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random molecular motion. This builds confidence in the idea of the

atomic nature of matter, which is essential to much of the unit.

Various energy conversions form the vehicle for extending and

generalizing the energy concept. Nuclear energy is developed in suf-

ficient detail to underscore its environmental and social significance.

Finally, the thermodynamic limitations and implications of energy

conversion are explored, ending with a view of life as a supremely

artful organizer in nature, a mechanism powered by energy which

creates wondrous "local order", but always at the expense of influ-

encing its environment.

The growth of a mouse colony carries the thread of the unit

"Mice and Men." As it develops, students learn many things about

the concept of population. The food and water consumed and products

eliminated tie the mouse colony back to the unit "Heat, Energy and

Order" and point ahead to the chapter on communities and to the unit

"Environmental Balance?".

The ce11 concept is given prime position in this unit and is

used to enter topics on reproduction, embryology and maturation which

are observed in the mice and other organisms. The m!ce selected for

the original colony are such that an experiment in Mendeltan genetics

comes out of the observations students make as the colony develops.

In most of the chapters man is an Important organism and receives as

such attention as the mouse although the data are often secondhand.

A rather unpleasant fact that must be faced is that as our
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population increases and human activities are directed towards increas-

ing the standard of living for this population, strains are placed upon

the environment. As students discovered in "Mice and Men," the sIze of

the community has a relation to both the quantity of the food, water,

and energy required and the quantity of waste products produced. To

develop the concept of a closed system and point out the necessity for

environmental management, an analogy between the earth and a spaceship

is made. Students are then introduced by a multi-media approach to the

nature of some of our common pollutants (with emphasis upon air, water,

heat, noise, and radiation) as well as their effects. Following this

students are encouraged to undertake a rather detailed 3tudy of a

particular type or aspect of pollution. Emphasis nere is placed upon

student activity, which may take any number of forms. The culminating

activity centers arourd discussion of these special studies together

with the complex relations involved within the environment. It is

hoped that out of these studies students will become aware of threats

which exist to man's future on this planet.

Second Year Course

The second year of the course is considerably more quantitative

in its approach than the first. This Is the case because (1) the

students are one more year along in their mathematical preparation,

(2) the students who elect to take a second year of science are more

likely to exert the effort to master more difficult topics, and (3) many

of the quantitative aspects of physics and chemistry are basic to an
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understanding of molecular biology, which is an important pIrt of the

following year's work.

The second year consists of two parts:

(1) Motion and Energy

(2) Chemical Reactions

Year 11 begins with the study of motion, going from the

quantitative description of motion to a considerationr-of what causes

motion and a discuss!on of Newton's laws. There follows the develop-

ment of the laws of conservation of momentum and energy, including a

discussion of energy in biological systems. This section, which is

primarily mechanics, culminates with a discussion of kincic molecular

theory.

Due to recent advances in both molecular biology and bio-

chemistry, the descriptive approcch to biology has gradually given way

to one that is primarily analytical. It is now necessary, even on the

high school level, for the serious biology student to have a more

thorough understanding of those concepts normally embodied in the

"modern" high school physics and chemistry courses. The major

objective of "Chemical Reactions" is to build some of those basic

chemical concepts that are necessary for an analytical study of "The

Chemistry of Living Matter" and "Energy Capture and Growth."

The following subtopics of this section help in the realize-.

tion of the major objective: Some of the topics discussed are the mole

concept, equation writing, energetics associated with chemical reactions,
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the dynamic nature of particles and their interactions and the applica-

tion of energy and equilibrium to chemical systems.

Third Year Course

Year III consists of i'"ur parts:

(1) Waves and Particles

(2) The Orbital Atom

(3) Chemistry of Living Matter

(14) Energy Capture and Growth

The underlying rationale of the third year Is a study of energy

and its importance to life. The first thrust Is to build the orbital

model of the atom using, as background, waves, electromagnetism and

historical models of the atom. Once the orbital model is established

as a representation of the localization and directionalization of

electronic energy, structural mmdels are built to shew how biopolymers

are spatially arranged and experiments are done to give evidenc: of

energy relationships. With shape, size and energy relationships of

molecules established, the DNA molecule Is introduced. The culmination

of this work comes in the final section when photosynthesis is considered.

With this topic, much that has gone before is brought to a logical focus.

These topics are most appropriately placed in the third year of

the integrated sequence after students have developed some facility with

basic ideas from chemistry and physics - e.g., quantitative knowledge

about energy, mechanisms of chemical reactions,equilibrium, rate of

reaction, the photon and wave nature of light, electrical phenomena,

21
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and kinetic molecular theory. They ahould not now simply parrot bio-

chemical processes such as photosynthesis and cell respiration but

should understand the many chemical and physical principles which

underlie these processes.

Time is allotted at the conclus!on of Year iii for individual

investigation and studies.
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Three-Year Course Outline

TOPIC REFERENCE

First Year

Part One: Perception and Quantification

I. Sensing and Perceiving PP*

11. Measurement, Distribution, PP
Organization end Communication

Part Two: Heat, Energy and Order

I. Heat PP

II. Temperature and Chaos PP

III. Energy PP

IV. Nuclear Energy and Radioactivity PP

V. Trends In Nature PP

Part Three: Mice and Men

I. Reproduction and Development PP

11. Genetics PP

111. Genetics and Change PP

IV. Populations PP

V. Ecology PP

Part Four: Environmental Balance? PP

*PP designation signifies materials produced by the Portland Project.
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TOPIC REFERENCE

kecond Year

Part One: Motion and Energy

I. Motion HP*

II. Newton Explains HP

III. Multi-Dimensional Motion HP

IV. Conservation HP

V. Energy - Work HP

VI. Kinetic Theory of Gases HP

Part Two: Chemical Reactions

I. The Mole as a Counting Unit PP

II. Combinations of Gases PP

III. A Useful Form of P=kDT PP

IV. Chemical Equations PP

V. Electricai Nature of Matter CHEMS+

VI. Basic Particles CHEMS

VII. Energy Effects in Chemical Reactions CHEMS

VIII. Rates of Reactions CHEMS

IX. Equilibrium CHEMS

X. Solubility CHEMS

Xl. Acid-Base CHEMS

*HP designates Harvard Project Physics material.
+CHEMS designates material derived from the Chemical Educational
Materials Study.
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TOPIC REFERENCE

XII. Oxidation-Reduction CHEMS

XIII. Stoichiametry CREMS

Year Three

Part One: Waves and Particles

Part Two:

Part Three:

I. Waves HP

II. Light HP

III. Electricity and Magnetic Fields HP

IV. Faraday and the Electrical Age HP

V. Electromagnetic Radiation HP

VI. The chemical Basis of Atomic Theory HP

VII. Electrons and Quanta HP

VIII. The Rutherford-Bohr Model of the Atom HP

IX. Some Ideas from Modern Physical Theories HP

The Orbital Atom

I, Atoms in Three Dimensions PP

11. Many-Electron Atoms CHEMS

III. Ionization Energy and the Periodic Table CHEMS

IV. Molecules in the Gas Phase CHEMS

V. The Bonding in Solids and Liquids CHEMS

The Chemistry of Living Matter

I. Monomers and How They are Built PP

II. Polymers or Stringing Monomers Together PP

III. Polymers in 3-D or The Shape of Things to PP
Come



Part Four:

IV. Where the Action Is--The Active Site

V. How Polymers Make Polymers

VI. Genes, Proteins and Mutations

Energy Capcure and Grcwth

I. Energy Capture

Energy Consumption - Metabolism

Metabolism and Genes

xxiv

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP
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Chapter V. The Bonding in Solids and Liquids 84
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Suggestions for Laboratory Procedures

A laborntory is a place where scientists look at phenomena under

controlled conditions. It is a.place for serious work. Alwnys prepare

for an experiment by reading the directions in the manual before you

come to the lab. Make a special effort to know all precautions.

Do only the experiments approved by your teacher. If you wish

to do an extension (this is encouraged), check with your teacher. This

general rule is for the safety of you and your fellow students. Lab-

oratory safety is as much an attitude as a set of rules. The lab will

become a safe place for investigation if the student continually uses

common sense about his safety and the rafety of others. If any ac-

cident does occur, report to your teacher. What seems a minor injury

may have severe consequences.

You will be asked to write laboratory reports. Opinions concerning

the content of these reports vary greatly. It follows that teacher

judgment will determine the type of laboratory reports you are asked

to write. The following ways to improve laboratory reports are to be

taken as suggestions only.

(1) Mistakes should not be erased. If there is room for the cor-

rection, the mistake should be crossed out without obliterating it and

the correction made. If there is insufficient room, an extra piece of

paper should be added.



,i2) Spelling and punctuation are importnat. Sentence fragments

should be avoided.

(3) The report should be carefully planned. It is best to know

what type of observations should be sensed and, if pcssiblej what regu-

larities can be found. Planning will lend to the placement of items in

a logical sequence in the report.

(4) The name of the experiment should be included.

(5) The date on which the experiment was done should be included.

(6) The names of all participants should be included and the name

of the person who actually prepared the report should be designated.

(7) Some reports should include a simple statement or schematic

diagram of the apparatus used in the investigntion.

(8) Some reports will require a brief explanation of purpose and

procedure. If these are given in the laborat'-ry manual, they should

not be included in the report. Copying items is 'busy work."

(9) Nearly all experiments require taking measurements and sub-

sequent collection of data. This must be carefully tabulated. If it

io possible for you to make data tables before coming to the laboratory,

you will have more time for observation, Which is a major part of any

laboratory experience.

(10) If computations are recluired to interpret resultsj they should

be included in the report. However, if several computations of a similar

nature are needed, they should be illustrated with a typical example.

Mathematical equations, not arithmetical operations, should be shown.



5

(11) If the investigation could be altered to get better results,

a statement to this effect should be included.

(12) If the investigation suggests extensions, these should be

described.

(13) Reading professional reports from magazines such as The

Journal of Chemical Education and Scientific American should result in

better reports.

(14) Many times the most significant information about the experi-

ment is to be found by graphing results. Whenever appropriate, graphs

should be included in the report; they give a picture from which regu-

larities can be sought. You will find the following suggestions very

helpful.

(a) Alwnys use a full sheet of graph peper.

(b) Position the ordinate and abscissa far enough from the edge of

the pnper to allow proper labeling.

(c) Assuming a relationship exists, the abscissa should represent

the independent variable; the ordinate, the dependent variable.

As an example: The distance of the gns pedal from the floor-

board in an automobile would be the independent variable,

plotted on the x mds; while the speed of the car would be the

dependent variable, plotted on the y axis.

(d) Each axis must show units - e.g., cm/sec.

(e) Labeling of each axis Should run parallel to the axis.
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(f) The scale of each axis should be chosen such that the func-

tional plot covers most of the graph paper.

(g) The name of the graph, the name of the experiment and the

date of the experiment should be suitably placed on the graph.

(h) When plotting data, draw a circle around each point to

indicate the uncertainty associated with the measurements.

(i) Draw the smoothest possible curve suggested by your data.

1!



WAVES AND PARTICLES

I. WAVES

A. NAME OF WAVES
Read 12.1, 12.2, 12.3, 12.4 HP

B. INTRODUCTION TO WAVES
Read 12.5 HP

B.1 Experiment: INTBODUCTION TO WAVES
Expt. 30 HP

C. WAVE PHENOMENA
Read 12.60 12.7, 12,8, 12.9, 12.10 EP
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A.1 - OPTICS EXPERIMENT

Experiments in waves (HP ch.12)

have demonstrated wave phenomena,

including reflection and refrac-

tion. The behavior of light with

regard to reflection and refrac-

tion has been a source of many

technological developments such

as plane mirrors, curved mirrors

aad lenses. In this experiment

we shall observe some interesting

outcomes of these uses of reflec-

tion aad refraction properties of

light.

A.1.a - REFLECTIONS FROM A PLANE
MIRROR

Hold a pencil vertically at

arm's length. In your other

hand, hold a second pencil about

15 cm closer than the first.

Without moving the pencils, look

at them while you move your head

from side to side. Which way

does the nearer pencil appear to

move with respect to the one be-

hind it when you move your head



to the left? Now mov e. the pencils

closer together and observe the

apparent relative motion between

them as you move your head.

Vhere must the pencils be

there is to be no apparent rela-

tive motion, that is, no parallax,

between tnem?

Now we shall use pclrallax

to locate the image ot a nail

seen in a pa.ane mirror. Support

a plane mirror vPrtically on the

table by rastening it to -4 wood

block with P rubber band. Stand

a nail on its head about 10 cm

in front of the mirror. :Alere

eo you think the image ol; the

nail is? Move your head irom

side to side wLiile looking at

tne nail and the image. Is the

image in zront of, at the same

place as, or behind the real nail')

Locate the position ot the image

of the nail by moving a second

nail around until there is no
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parallax (i. . no apparent rel-

ative motion) between it and the

image of the first nail. In this

Cvay, lo6atc., the 9osition ci7 the

image for several positions

oi the object. Compare the

perpendicular distmnces o the

image and object 2rom the re-

flecting surface.

can also locate the

?osition or an ooject oy draw-

ing rays which show tha direction

in hich light travels from

it to our eye. Stick a pin ver-

tically into a piece of paper

resting on a sheet ok sokt card-

bomrd. This will be the objct

pin. Lstablish the direction

in which light comes to your eye

irom the pin by sticking two

additional ?ins intc the paper

along tne line oi siyht. Your

eye should be at Pres lenyth

from the pins as you stick. them
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in place so that 211 three gins

will be in clerr focus simultan-

eously. Look at tne object pin

trom several widely di1ferent

directions and, with more pins,

mark the new lines ot sight to

tne object ?in. iihere do these

lines intersect?

Wt... can use the same method

to locate an image. On a fresh

piece of paper, locate the pos-

ition of the image of m :)in seen

in a plane mirror by tracing at

least thr ee. rays from widely

ditierent directions. Mark the

position of the mirrcr on the

paper vitn a straight line be-

fore removing it. here do the

lines oi sight converge?

Draw rays showing the patn

of the lignt trom the object pin

to the points on the mirror from

which the lignt was reflected to

your eye. hat do you conclude

ioout the angles formed between
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the mirror surface and th light

patns?

Arrange two mirrors t right

angles on the paper with m nail

Ps an object somewiler:-, "Jetween

them. Locatcl all the imPges by

parallax. From what you have

learned Pbout retlection in this

eyperiment, show that .tese

imPges are where you ould ex-

pect to find them.

A.1.b IMAGt;S eoRmJD BY A CONCPVL
MIRROR

Look at your image in a

concav'4 mirror. Is it right

sick u.? or upside dovn? 'Do the

sie and position of the image

ci;onge you move the mirror

towar you or away irom you?

Io investigate systt-mati-

cally thq images formed J.4 a

concave mirror, arran9e a

mirror and a lighted £1asLlight

bulb on a strip of paper PS

shown in Fig. A.1. Start with
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the 'Dull) at one end of thE paper

tap and 1ocat4, its image by

?arallax. Is the image right

siCe up or u?side down?

concav.::

mirror
\..41

.1 1

.-clbject

9aper

Fic,ure 1.1

Nov move the object toward

the mirror in small steps, mark-

ing Pnd labeling the ?ositicns

of both ouject Pnd image as you

go. Continue tnis until the

image moves oft the end of the

tare and can no longtx ue

recorded.



How does the change in the pos-

ition ox the image compare with

that o the object? 41.ere on

your tape do you expect the

impga to be when tne object iS

Pt least several meters away?

Check it. **Iith the object rar

aloay, you may find it easier to

locate its image by tinding

where it cocuses on e small

(1 or 2 cm) piece of paper.

The location oi the image when

the object is very .car away is

the principal iocus oi the mirror.

Now place the ball,.) as close

to the mirror as possible and

locate the image by parallax.

Is it upside down or right side

u?? Again move the object avny

from the mirror in small steps,

mPricing and labeling the posi-

tion oi ol)ject and image until

the image is no longer on the

tape.

Where will the image be iz

the object is placed at the
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principal focus? Cln you see it?

A .1.c - REFRACTIO0

It is convenient to study

the reiraction or light in trms

or the Pngle of incidence end the

engle or refraction. when ligat

passes trom air into water, ior

example, the engle o retraction

is the :Ingle between e ray in

tne water rInd the normal to tne

water surrece. In tbis experi-

ment ve sh711 try to find the

relPtion between this angle and

the angle of incidence.

Use a pia to scratch a

vertical line down the middle of

the straight side or semicir-

cular, transpPrent plastic box.

Fill the .00x half full or water

?nd align it on a pi:isce oi grapn

paper resting oh sort cardboard

as shown in Fig. A,2* making

sure tne bottom or the vertical

lin on the box falls on the

intersection of two lines on the
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paper.

passing

the box

Bz sure

Stick a ?in on the line

peneath che c-anter

Ps snovn in tbe 1.igure.

the pin is verticPl.

, /041

No% look -t the pin throu9L

tne water from the curved side

and move your nePd until the pin

mnd the verticPl mark oa the box

pre .:11 line. Yark this line ci

sight with nnotner ?in. wthat

do you conclude about the A)end-

ing oA: light FS it passes irom

pir into water and 'from water

into Air At angle ot inci-

dence ot O'e?
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Change the position ox the

iirst oin to obtain m angle o..it

incidence of 20 . fitn the

second pin, marx tne path of

light going from tne first pin

to tile vertical line on the DOx

and through the water. hepeat

this every 200 lor Pngles of

incidence, up to "le. To ensure

F sharp image or the first pin

nt lmrge angles, it should never

be placed more than 4 cm away

from the vertical line on the

box. (The pinholes give a per-

ma.cient record of trIG angles.)

r)raw in lines on the paper

denoting the Lront of the plastic

Lox, the line denoting the inci-

dent rays of light, and the line

denoting the refracted rays os.

light.

Is thc path o. the light

through the water the same when

its direction is reversed?

Investigate this with l'our

apparatus.
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Rcapeat the perimeht,

using motner licuid in the box,

pnd again draw in lines on paper

denoting the front or the box,

incident rays, Tqld refracted

rays. Compare the 3irection of

the refracted rays by superimposing

the diagrams for diaerent liquids

over the dimgram ror water and

holding them u? to the light.

Does each of the other liouids

Teiract differently frcm water?

A.1.d DOGLS eORMED BY A
CONWaGIaG LJ;14S

Look through a converging

lens at an object. Is the image

you see larger or smaller than

the object? Is it right side

up or upside down? Do the size

and position oi tne image change

when you move the lens with

r spect to the object?

To investigate the images

formed by m converging lens,

arrange m lens mnd a lighted
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ilashliht bulb cm a long

stri? ok paper as shown ia

Figure A3

object

( - i

)MO C.4 :;":. l i Lig
.............--- ,i,....- .......

, clay

1igu.s7e A.3

tart with the bulb at one end

of tile paper tape and locate iLs

image Ly parallax. Is the image

right side up or upside down?

Now move the object tounrd the

lens in small steps, marking and



labeling the positions or both

oL)ject Dne, image as -you go.

Continue tnis until the image

movc.-s Q'ff the end of tile tmpe

Pnd can no longer be recorded.

Kow does the change in the posi-

tion of ,z1, image compare with

that of the object? where (on

your tape) do you expect tne

image tc be when the object is

Dt least several meters aviay?

Check it. with the object far

away, you may find it easier

to locate its immge on a piece

o papet. The location of the

image dlen the object is very

4.ar aviay is tne principal Locus

oz the lens. How can you convince

yourself that the lens hns two

principal foci, one on each sick

and at the same distance trom

the c.7:nter?

Now place the bulb as close

to tilt:: 17:ns as possible and again

locate the image by parallax.
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Is it upside down or riglit side

up? Again move the objz-..ct sway

Zrom thz lens in small steps,

marking and labeling the posi-

tions of object and image until

the image is no longer on th,i

taps.

I'Llere. Will the image be ii

the object is placed 7,t the

principal focus' Can you see it?

Mtorcises for Hone, Desk and Lab (TIn)

HDL's 1-21 are rade up of probleYs fror

Harvard Project Physics.

22; Wolatudents are positioned in

t1v fun house as shown in Fig. 1. Po-

cause student A is fooled by the rirror,

where does he think student P is?

student 3

eftorror

mo3eni A



23. What part of the driver can you

see in the rear view mirror from the rear

seat?

24. An arrow 6 cm long is placed 5

cm from principal focus between the focus

and a concave mirror with a focal length of

10 cm. What is the position, orientation

and size of the image?

25. If the arrow is placed 5 m frou

the focal length away from the mirror, how

will it affect the position, orientation

and size of the image?

26. What happens to the focal length

on concave mirrors with larger aad larger

radii of curvature?

27. How does the size, position and

orieatation of the image change as the ob-

ject moves into the surface of a concave

mirror from infinity?

28. If a ray passes from one nedia

into another, as shown in Figure 2, which

media has greater optical density, a or b?
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29. A light ray enters a rectangular

block of glass as shown in Figure 3 and is

refracted.

(a) What is the angle of refrJAction?

(b) What is the angle of incidence?

(c) When you replace the glass block

with a. block of another material,

the angle of incidence must be

670 to have the ray remain re-

fracted to the smme spot 3 cm

from the edge on the bottom.

What is the index of refraction

on the new block!?

4T0c>

.0.1rjk*.% t
rEL kyrAc.X100

.57
L

30. In Figure 4 ray a passes from the

point of the arrow through a principle fo-

cus to the lens. Ray b passes the point

of the arrow parallel to the axis and godis
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to the lens.

(a) Where does ray a go next?

CO Where does ray b go next?

(c) Where is the image of the

arrow?

31. Mleft is the,loiniLum distance

between an object and the real image formed

by a converging lens? Make a graph of the

otal distance versus the object distance.

Use the focal length f of the lens as the

unit of distance. (SiSo f2 where Si

is the distance from the image to a prim-

cipal focus and So is the clistancl of the

object to a prinmipal focus and f la the

focal length.)
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32. In Figure 3, a parallel beam of

monocbroLatic light eaQrs eath box

from the left. Draw what could be in

each box t produce the effects shown.

The single and double arrows an the e-

merging beam show the corresponding

edges of the entering beam.

(0,-)
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II. LIGHT

MODELS 2XPLAIN LIGHT PHENOMNA
R:zad 13.1, 13.2, 13.3 HP

A.1 Ex7periment: OPTICS (PP)

B . INTERFERENCE
WAVa; MODEL
ILad 13.-; HP

EFFECTS AND THE

C. YOUNG'S EXPERIMEliT
Read 13.5 HP

C.1 Experiment; YOUNG'S EXPERIMENT
hP txp. 32

D . PROPT,GnTION OF LIGHT 'f,',AVE6
ad 13.E, 13,7, 13.8 HP
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III. ELECTRICITY AND MP,ONLTIC FIELDS

A. RELATIONSHIP OF CHARGE TO FORCE
Rad 14.t.11 14.2, 14.3, 14.4 HP

z^.?eriment: 4!4CTRIC FORCLS - =LOEB:, LAV:
HP A:a?. 34,

B. A LOOK AT ELECTIUC CaDRGLS
i4.,ad 14.5, 14.6 hi,

C. hOVING CHARGES
Read 14.7, 14.3 HP

CURR;INTS 'ND CIRCUIT
14.9, 14.10 LP

RSLATII'vG LaJECTRIC ;.ND MAGNETIC FORCES
Read 14.11, 14.12 hp

WAGN.LTIC FI4LDS kND MOVING CaARGES
Read 14.13 HP



IV. FARADAN AND THE ELECTLICAL AGE

A. INVESTIGATING THE ELECTRIC FIELD
Read 15.1, 15.2, 15.3 HP

B. MAGNETS AND CURRENTS
Read 15.4 HP

C. ELECTROMAGNETISM PUT TO TTU
Read 15.5 HP
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V. SLECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

DISCUSSION OF MAXWELL'S WAVES
Read 16.1, 16.2 HP

B. ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES AND LIGHT
Read 16.3, 16.4 hP

C. MAXWELL - 2),PPLICATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
RL7.ad 16.5, 16.6, 16.7 HP



vi30

VI. THi CliEMICIA BASIS OF ATOMIC THEORY

A. EARLY ATOMIC THEORIES
f%ead 17.11 17.2 BP

CliZMICAL PROPERTIES AND THE PERIODIC
TABLE
Read 17.3, 17.4, 17.5 HP

C. SYNTHESIS OF ELECTRICITY AND MATTER
Rad 17.6, 17.7, 17.8 HP



VII- 31

VII. ELECTRONS AND QUANTA

DISCOVERY OF THE ELECTRON
Read 13.1, 13.2 HP

B . NEASUREMENT OF ELEMENTPY CilARG.11
Read 1_.3 HP

B.1 Experimmt: MLASUREMENT OF ELEMENTARY
COAIXE

HP Exp. 4D

C. PHOTOELECTRIC tifeECT
RQad 13.4.1 13.5 rIP

C.1 Eziperiment: PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT
LP .Ex?. 42

D . X RAYS 1\ND ATOMIC LCDELS
Pad 13., 13.7 HP
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VIII -32

VIII, ME RUTHERFORD-BOHR MODEL OF THE ATOM

A. SPECTRA OF GASES
Read 19.1 HP

AJ. SPECTROSCOPY
HP Exp. 43

B. BALMER RELATION
Read 19.2 HP

C. RUTHERFORD'S MODEL
Read 19.3, 19.4 HP

D. BOHR THEORY
Read 19.5, 19.6 HP

E. SHORTCOMINGS AND PlIELUDE TO A NEW THEORY
Read 19.7, 19.8, 19.9 HP



Ix - 3 3

IX. SOME IDEPS FROM MODZRN PHYSICAL THAXRIES

A. MT,SS BC.UIVALESC2
Read 20.1 LIP

B. PRTICLE BthAVIOR OF VI-Nr.:6
Read 20.2 BP

C. RW6 BLHAVIOR OF PARTICLzS
R.:ad 20.3, 20.4 HP

D. ;WANTUM MZCHANICS
.az.ad 20.5, 20.6 hP



THE ORBITAL ATOM
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THE ORBITAL ATOM

I. ATOMS IN THREE DIMENSIONS

A. STANDING WAVES

B. QUANTUM NUMBERS

C. THE ORBITAL MODEL

D. RELATIVE ENERGY LEVELS



121212:1L ATOMS IN THREE DIMENSIONS

A. STANDING WAVES.

A.I. ATOMS AND MATTER WAVES.

We are now in a position to be-

gin a realistic discussion of the

strucutre of atoms. On one hand we

have seen that the electrons that

surround the nucleus can be described

in terms of waves, so-called matter or

de Broglie waves. On the other hand,

we have learned a good deal about

t"..2 general properties of waves which,

we shall see, are applicable in

discussing these matter waves. An

inkling of the sort of ideas we will

be concerned with is given in Section

20.3 of the Harvard Project Physics.

There we saw that consideration of the

standing wave patterns in a circular

path surrounding the nucleus of a

hydrogen atnm enables us to derive

Bohr's quentization condition, viz.,

that the angular momentum of the
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electrons in such an atom is limited

to certain eircrete values.

The case of the hydrogen atom is

the simple'st ,ossible case. Cor,ider-

ing matter waves confined to a circu-

lar path around the nucleus leads to

useful results, for the quantization

condition is the basis for predicting

the discrete energies of the hydrogen

atom. A standing wave with just one

wave length exactli occupying the cir

cumference corresponds to the n=1

level in which the electron has the

lowest possible energy. This is called

the pround state. (See HP section 19.5.)

Standing waves involving larger num-

bers of wave lengths correspcnd to

higher energy levels. A calcula-

tion of these possible energy states

leads to exactly the right relationship

to account for the observed hydrogen

spectrum. The spectra are interpreted

in terms of energy transitions be-

tween states each one of which is
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specified by an integer "quantum

number" which tells how many loops

there are !n tfle standing wave.

We may not be surprised to learn

that the de Broglie wave length cor-

responding to an electron of moderate

energy is about the same as the size

of an atom. Now we suspect that this

is just what determines how big 31'

atom should be in the first place!

But this is clearly not the

whole story. The approach given above

predicts the correct energy values

for hydrogenatcEs but it leaves many

questions unanswered. For instance

it does not say enough about the lo-

cation of the electrons. According

to the probability interpretation of

matter waves (HP Chapter 20) the ir-

tensity of the wave at any particular

place is proportional to the probability

of the electron being found there.

What then are the intensities of the

waves in the various orbits? How
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shall we interpret the existence of

nodes at certain points in the orbits?

Are there thus no electrons in certain

positions around the atom? If so, how

are these positions oriented? After all,

it is clear from our knowledge of the

structure of molecules and crystals

that atoms are joined together more

readily along certain directions than

along others, but the foregoing theory

doesntt give any reasons for this. Fot

enough is revealed by these simple ideas

1-egarding the shape of atoms.

Arother difficulty is that not

much is yet explained about the ex-

istenee of sublevels or about atoms

containing more than ane electron in the

outermost shell. The above model

gives us /altale clues to explaining

the structure of atoms but it is

highly oversimplified. In order to

completely describe the state of the

electrons in an atom, more than one

quantum ntMber is required. It is
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not enough to specify the main shell in

which an electron is found. A complete

description requires numbers which tell

in which sublevlls the electrons are

found, what the orientation of the or-

bits are, etc.

A.2. THE wABIC PROBLEM

A clue to how to further develop

the theory is obtained by noting that

our assumption of a closed circular

path for the electron is an esseotially

one-dimensional description which can

yield only a single quantum number.

Of course a circle is really a twc-

dimensional figure, but if we con-

sider nothing but th length of the

path around its circueerence we will

have taken into account only one dimen-

sion for sound waves, the path length.

A bugle provides an analogous case;

this instrument makes use of standing-

wave patterns to select only certal n

pitches. What counts s the length of
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the tube only, and no matter how it is

bent around into a more convenient shape,

it sounds the same as if it were straight.

Musically speaking, it is a one-di-

mensional instrument.

Real atoms, however, are three dimen-

sional; in addition to energy , they

have characteristics like shape and orien-

tation that affect the ways in which

they react to form molecules or crystals.

Perhaps we need to consider standing

waves in more than one dimension in

order to more fully explain the proper-

ties of atoms. We have already encoun-

tered a two-dimensional situation in

Chapter 12 of Harvard Project, when we

studied vibrations in a drumhead and in a

metal plate. Let us reexamine some of

these ideas in -Jrder to see how they can

yield a more complete description of

atomic phenomena.

A.3. DESCRIBING STANDING WAVES

Recall the experiments and film

loops of HP Chap- 12 in which you
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I-14.2

observed standing wavts in a varety of

one-dimensional objects: a str;ng, a

wire, a gas-filled pipe, and a rubber

hose. For a given situation many dif-

ferent vibrating situations (modes)

were possible. For instance, in a string

of a given length (Film loop 39; also

Section 12.7) there can be various num-

bers of segments of vibration between

the ends. A convenient way of desig-

nating these modes is, bi the number of

segments: mode 1 would refer to the

case of 1 segment between ends, mode

3 the case of 3 segments, etc. These

numbers, each referring to a different

"state" of the string can be thought

of as tne "quantum number" for that

state. The analogy with quantum num-

bers of the Bohr atorAc model Is appro-

priate in that it can be shown that each

mode or vibration of a

and at a given amplitude involves its

own unique amourr_ of enerv. Only one

number is necessary to designete 3 Wag'

tlaular state and hence a particular energy.
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However, a two-dimensional me-

dium like a drumhead or a metal tank

can transmit waves along more than one

direction and, as a result, more than

one independent set of standing waves

can exist in such a medium. Another

two-dimensional example is a rectang-

ular ripple tank in which standing-

wave patterns can be made by straight

waves that move from one end of the

tank to the other. Upon reflection

from that end, standing waves are set up

whose modes ,:nd loops lie along lines

parallel to the ends. Likewise, an-

other set of standing waves is gen-

erated by straight waves moving back

and forth between the sides of the tank.

Two entirely independent sets of stand-

ing waves are pcssiblJ, each one lim-

ited only by the condition that a

whole number of loops must exactly

fit into the space between the reflect-

ing walls. In Fig. A.1 (a) and (b)

samples of standing-wave patterns In
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(a) Vibration, in a riprle tank such tt en6. to end standinf;
waves a;.0 produced 2.

(b) Slcie to d.de sl:andinE wavea;rr, - 5

(o) Combination pattem; a 4,'ff.= 3.

a...a aa ammot.,.40.a..... anfaa.

....tett=10.1=W
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Cc)
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Schematic diagram of wavefs moving radi'llly. The waves can
be xadc by vibratlug the tank.

Schematic diagram of wnven moving circumferentially produceli
iu a rinG-staped tank by a rippler aligned along a radius.

clgure A.1
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a rectangular ripple tank are reproduced.

If the length of the ripple tank is L

and its width is W, then one set of

standing waves is specified by the

equation

L n(V2)

where n must be an integer and the

other set by the equation

W = m( 112)

where m must be an integer. Thus

two sets of integers are necessary in

order to allow for all possibilities.

For a ripple tank having some par-

ticular ratio of length to width,

there may be certai n wave frequencies

that permit members of both sets of

standing waves to exist at the same

time. See Fig. A.1 (c). Indeed very

intricate and intriguing patterns can

result from such combinations but in

every case no ,Ongle set of Integers

is enough to describe the possible

patterns. Two sets are always re-

quired.
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Let us next think about a slightly

more coinplicated situation that comes

closer to the atomic model of interest

to us. In a circular or ring-shaped

ripple tank, standing waves like those of

Fig. A.1 (d) can be formed by waves

which move back and forth along radii

of the tank. In a ring tank formed

between concentric circular walls of

radius R
I

and R
2'

the standing waves

satisfy the equation

R
1

R
2

= n('h/2)

where n is any integer. It is also

possible to form rtanding waves as in

Fig. A.1 (e) by using a straight gen-

erator with its edge along a radius.

In this case the waves go around the

circle and satisfy the equation

2 r =

analogous to the standing elec-

tron waves discussed earlier. Here

m is an integer and r must lie between

RI and R2.

a-
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Again it is found that two in-

dependent sets of integers are required

in order to allow for all the possibil-

ities in a two-dimensional medium. By

independent sets it is meant that each

set can exist without the other and that

choice of a value from one set does rrot

necessarily, determine a value from the

other. lf, for example, we look for

standing waves of the same frequency

in both sets simultaneously, then there

may be limits imposed on the possible

choices by the particular shape of the

medium.

If waves are produced in a three-

dimensional medicm such as a block of

gelatinc:, three independent sets of

standing Aaves can be produced and three

sets of integers are required forA com-

plete descriptim of qact "mcde" of os.;

ciliation corresponding to la-particu14r

corbination of standlng waves, It is
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natural to expect, thus, that the mathe-

matical solution for electron standing

waves in an atom involve th:ee sets of

integers. As we shall see, these cor-

respond to quantum numbers which label

all the shells and subshells occup;ed

by an electron in a particular atomic

state.

A.4. THREE-DIMENSIONAL STANDING WAVES
AND THE ATOM

A detailed calculation of all the

possible modes for a given three-dimen-

sional medium can become rather com-

plicated, particularly if the shape of

the medium is not very simple. Such is

the problem faced by an architect who

wnts to design an auditorium capable of

transmitting all the frequencies of the

orchestra equally toa 11 the listeners

in the audience (in this case, he will

want to avoid standing-wave patterns).

The problem may be so complicated that

he will prefer to build a miniature or

simplified model which he can test ex-
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perimentally to obtain information that

will guide his final design. The atomic

scientist too, can be guided by exper-

imental observations such as those with

spectra and thus be greatly assisted in

his attempts to solve similar difficult

problems.

The methods of wave mechanics

developed in the 1920's make it possible

in principle to compute the de Broglie

standing-wave modes with the "medium"

surrounding an atom, ln this case the

"shape" will be determined by the

electric and magnetic fields in the

vicinity of the atom, and the math-

ematical solutions will give the

probability of an electron being found

at any given point.

There are, unfortunately, some

difficulties that make it hard to use

the method. For one thing, the "shape"

of a given atom is not often known in

advance of the calculation. Further-

more, all atoms,except hydrogen, contain

75
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more than one ele_ on and the

forces exerted by these electrons on one

another greatly complicate the problem.

However, since spectroscopic studies give

information about ,he energy changes that

do take place under various known

conditions, part of the solution can be

deduced, and can be made by trying to

work the problem backwards from this

information. What arrangement of energy

levels might allow for the changes that

are observed? What "shape" of force

fields might lead tc. these energir;s

as a solution? The scientist may try to

work out an idealized representation (a

model) of the atom and then compare

predictions based on his model with the

experimental observations. In the next

part of this course we will see some of

the things that can be understood about

chemistry by using one such atomic model,

the "orbital model."
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B. QUANTUM NUNBERS

Bel PRINCIPAL QUANTUM NUNBERS

When the spectrum of hydrogen is

observed carefully Inder various con-

ditions, including, for example, light

from hydrogen atoms in cn electric or

magnetic field, it is found that the

set of integer quantum numbers i.e.

r 1, 21 31 41 derived earlier

is not enough by itself to specify

all the possibilities. Two additional

sets are necessary. (This should be

no surprise to you if you think of

hydrogen atoms as "real" three-dimen-

silinal objects.) You have already

met one of the sets, the princ4al

quantum aumbers,Y1A They specify

major eleotronic states of the atom

which, as you have seen, vary in en-

2
ergy inversely with.YL. In the or-

bital model we will be using, the

principal quantum number is associated

with the physical size of the "nrbitall"

the region around the nucleus in which



an electron in a particular energy

state is most likely to be.

B.2 ORBITAL QUANTUM NUMBER

Az we have seen, a complete

description of the electron wave

pattern in three dimensions cannot

be obtained with only one quantum

number. The principal quantum num-

ber is related to the size of the

"orbital," i.e., to the size of the

standing wave pattern which describes

the probable locations of the electron

in the vicinity of the nucleus. As

for the shape of tha orbital, a

second quantum number designates

this. It is called the orbital

quantum number and is given the symbol

That these two quantum numbers

can exist simultaneously and refer to

two distinct properties of the wave

patterns might be seen by consider-

ing an analogous two dimensional case

which is easier to picture.
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The two-dimensional example is

that of the vibration of a drumhead.

In Figure B.1 various modes are illus-

trated by picturing a top view of a

drumhead in various states of vibration.

At a particular instant of vibration

portions of the membrane will either

be above or below the flat stretched

position; they are designated by +

(above) or - (below). Lines separ-

ating these regions are positions of

nodes, lines along which the membrane

is not in motion. n gives the number of

circular nodal lines and 1 gives the

number of radial nodal lines. As we

shall see these are analogous to the

n and 1 quantum numbers of the atomic

case.
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Fig. B61 - Various modes of vibration of a drumhead.

Notice that rIL, more or less de-

termines the way in which the vibration

pattern stretches out from the center.

Of course in a drumhead, the actual

size of the pattern is limited by the

diameter of the hoop holding the mem-

brane, whereas in the analagous three-

dimensional atomic case the "medium"

is defined only by the gradual ta-

pering off of the electric field of

the nucleus. Hence the size of the

pattern depends on the value of'11, .
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As to the Inklue of 1 it has to

do with the "directivity" of the pattern.

When 0) there is no direction in

which any part of the pattern points;

4
for other values nf X there are dif-

ferences in the pattern when viewed

along different directions. Likewise

in the atomic case it will be seen

that the orbitalc have orientation in

space for higher values of k7.

In terms of the mtion of the electron

it also turns out that 9 specifies

the nuMber of units of angular mo-

mentum that the electron 1)osseses.

There is one great difference

between the druthead vibrations and

the corresponding atomic case.

Whereas all possible combinations of

and are possible in the two-

dimensional case) in an atom the or-

bital quantum nuMber has a restricted

set of values depending on the value of

"kwith which it is associated.



In fact, it 1.9 found that)can have

the value 0 or any positive integer

up to n-1. Thus if )1 is one, 0 must

be zero. If is 3, Q. can be zero,

one or two. Successive values of

starting from zero, are usually re-

ferred to by the letters s p: d, and f.

The orbital quantum nuMber is associated

with th? share of the orbitals which

will be described later.

B.3 MAGNETIC QUANTUM NUMBER.

The third set of iategers, called

magnetic quantum, numbers, are related to

the possible orientations of the orbitals

with respect to each other. Nagnetic

quantum nuMbers are designated by III,

and they can have any integer value from

-Q up to . For example, if

m 2, then)yLcan have any of the

values -2, -1. 0, 1, or 2. Hydrogen

atoms can exist in Rny state (any stand-

ing-wave mode) described by any com-

bination of possible values of)ti
de and)41. There is only one possible

6 2



state foril 1 since then both Q

and Vq,can anly be zero. This is

the stable "ground state" of hydrogen

having the lowest energy possible.

If 11 : 21 there are four possible

combinations of Q and 00 0;

1, -1; 1, 0; and 1, 1. You can readily

show that for any value of sit there are

possible combinations 4 and. .

B.4 ELECTRON. SPIN

When electrons were first iden-

tified by J. J. Thomson and for a long

time afterward, almost nothing was

known about them except that they were

very small charged objects. They could

easily be considered as point charges

without physical size or shape. Later

it was found that in addition to hav-

ing charge and mass, each electron

behaved as if it were a tiny magnet.

We cannot say even today how this

magnetism is produced, but it is pos-

sible to think of it as though the
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electron is a amall charged sphere

spinning like a top, thus giving rise

to magnetic fields similar to other

cases of charges moving in a circle.

The electron is referred to as pos-

sessing "spin."

In the presence of another mag-

netic field, the electronic magnet

will tend to point along the field.

When pointed in the "easy" direction

(completely lined up with the field)

the electron has the least magnetic

energy. When pointed in a completely

opposed direction it has the most

magnetic energy. As in other atomic

situations, only certain energies are

allowed; for this magnetic case only

these "parallel" and "anti-parallel"

states are permitted.

In an atom, particularly one

having several electrons, it is nec-

essary to distinguish electrons whose

moments are parallel to the magnetic

field in the atom from those that are



anti-parallel, as this may influence

their behavior. A simple way to do so

is to treat the spin orientation as

another quantum nuMber, one that can

have only two possible values; a

minus value for parallel and a plus

value for anti-parallel. This 221:12

If quantum nuMber" is denoted by s, and its

two posstble values are often written

as - and 4. (For convenience in atomic

calculations these are assigned the

values and 4.) Hence, for any

value of-lq. there are 2,111 possible

combinations of 1)12 and..S.

B1 5 ATOMS WITH SEVERAL ELECTRONS

With these four sets of quantum

nuMbers and information about their

allowable values as a starting point,

it has been posstble to arrive at a

satisfactory wave mechanical model of

the hydrogen atom which accounts

6T-.)



very well for practically all of

the observed behavicr of hydrogen

and hydrogen-like atoms (atoms or

ions that consist of 2 nucleus nnd

a single electron). Corresponding

to each possible combination of

quantum numbers, the model spec-

itias an orbital which dascAbes

the region of high p::obability tor

the electron when it is in that

?articular energy state. lat

about the other atoms' e.an a

model based on similar reasoning

be worked out for my atom?

One might start by assuming

P model of the atom in which the

forces exe-ted by pll the elec-

trons on each other are taken

into rccount along with those

exerted by the nucleus. Then the

possible standing-ave patterns

for this atom might be computed

and en attempt made to rind out

how the electrons would arrange

themselves among these states.

Lven if such a com?lex calculation
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could actually be carried out,

however, there would be reasons

to dou.ot its validity until

cettain questions are answered

which come up because the various

electrons cannot be distinguished

from each other. I. each electron

simply finds a place witA-,in the

possible states without regard

to the others, vouldn't they all

go into the lowest energy state?

Wouldn't the whole collection

collapse into a sort of modikied

hydrogen with all the electrons

together in the ls state? Yet

everything ve know about the

spectra and chemical ;Dehavior of

atoms denies this! Carbon does

not behave like "modified hydrogen"

nor does oxygen nor any other

atom except hydrogen itsEli.

Each element is unique, different

from all others. Out o4 consid-

erations of this kind, backed up

by detrqled study of the spectra



of different elements, comes

rule known as the exclusion

principle, which was first stated

by Wo1f9ang Pauli in 1925.

The exclusion principle states

simply that two electrons in the

same Ptom cannot have completely

identical qua.itum numbers. This

a?pears to be one or the fixed

"ground rules" for atom buildincj.

It is a little bit like the cowmon-

sense rule that no ti,o objects

can be in exPctly the same place

at the same time. with the

exclusion principle as a guide,

it is possible to build up reason-

able models for more complicated

atoms. And althou9k. exwt sol-

utions re so involved that they

were nct even attempted uatil

piter the invention of high-speed

electronic computers, approximate

solutions as well es tne very

few complete solutio:as that have

bean carried through all indicate

that the wave mechanical model
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of an atom in terms of standing-

wave "orbitals" is capable of

giving a very good description

of the real behavior of atoms.

The energy states that re-

sult from an atom consisting of

several electrons and a nucleus

are not identical to those for

the one-electron hydrogen atom.

Each combination will lead to its

awn unique set of states. Never-

theless, they all have some degree

of similarity to the set for

hydrogen. For example, the

energy states always occur in

groups that can designated by

four quantum numbers in the same

manner as for hydrogen. It is

convenient, therefore, to use

exactly the same quantum number

designations for corresponding

energy states of any atom, even

though the actual energy of the

states may be different from one

atom to another.
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C. THE ORBITAL MODEL

We have seen that four

quantum numbers are needed to

"describe" each energy level in

an atom. Let us now use the four

quantum numbers to build the

orbital model of an atomwhich

scientists may use to explain the

bonding of molecules and the

structure of matter. The first

quantum number 04 m 1, 2, 3, . .)

is associated with the size of

the region is which there is a

high probability of finding

electrons. The second quantum

number (t is 0, 1, . . n-1)

is associated with the shape of

the orbital in which ehe proba-

bility of finding the electrons

is high. The third quantum

number On . . 0, . .

is associated with the orientation

of the orbitals with respect to

each other. The fourth quantum

number (s om ± 1/2) is, as we have

seen previously, dependent on the



"spin" of the electron. Table

1.1 illustrates the allowable

values of ,e m, and s for

sevaral values of n. As an exer-

cise, complete the table to n = 5.

Using these p'lysical inter-

pretations of tne quantum numbers

as a guide, we may now describe

an orbital model ±or any atom.

Our description vill refer to

the lowest possible total energy

i:or the whole atom that is con-

sistent with the exclusion prin-

ciple of Puli. Thus in an atom

of say ten electrons, we assume

that of all the energy states of

tbis atom the electrons will be

in those ten having the lowest

total energy. Let us use the

sodium atom as an example and

describe each electron, starting

with tue leagt energetic. If

n = 1, then e)1= 0 is the only

allowable value for the second

qaantum numier. = 0 is the s

orbital and is thought of as a

Si



sphere of high probbility

around the nucleus. If )7 = 0,

then m can hAve only one value,

0, vhich means there is only

one orientation of the s orbital

in space. (Could a sphere have

more than one orientation?)

Since s = +1/2, ye have nov pro-

vided for two electrons and have

filled the first principal quantum

level. If n = 2, then A- = 0 or 1.

1,4e know that for I = 0 we are

describing a spherical s orbital

with only one orientation which

may contain two electrons (s = +1/2).

For = 1, we thiliK of: region

shaped someuhat like a dumbiaell

which is cAllec a p orJAtal. The

p orbital has three possible

orienttions, m = -1, 0, +1.

These PICE arranged at 900 l'izh

respect to each otner. Allowing

two electrons (+ spin) in each of

the p orbitals accounts for six

more electrons.



Table 0.1

Relations Between c,uantum Numbers

m s

1 0 0 +1/2

2 0 0 +1/2

1 1 +1/2
0 ±1/2

-1 +1/2

3 0 0 +1/2

1 1 +1/2
0 +1/2

-1 +1/2

2 2 +1/2

1 +1/2
0 T-1/2

-1 +1/2
-2 +1/2

4 0 0 +1/2

1 1 +1/2
0 T1/2

-1 +1/2

2 2 +1/2
1 +1/2
0 ±1/2

-1 +1/2
-2 TI/2
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We have now "described" two

electrons in the ls orbital, three

in the 2s orLital, 7-nd six in thc-,

2p orbitals for a total of ten

electrons. All possible values

for n = 1 and n = 2 have been

used, so we now use n = 3 for which

I= 0, I, 2. Again Ae = 0 is

the s orbital, which is spherical

in shape And has only one orien-

tation in space. Since sodium

has an ltomic number of 11, we

need place only one electron in

the 3s orbital to complete our

model for sodium. Is this modal

consistent with the fact that the

sodium ion has a charge of +1?

12 we were to continue with

the n = 3 energy level, we would

have, in .cidition to the s orbi-
tal ( = 0, m = 0 ) and the

three orientations of the p orbi-

tals ( = 1, m = -1, 0, +1), the

= 2 orbitAls. When 11= 2, m

has five allowable values, *2, -1,

0, +1, +2. The jm 2 orbitals

are called the d orbitals and the
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five values of m indicate that

there are five possible orienta-

tions for the d orbitals. When

n = 4, we again have the s orbi-

tals (/ = 0), the p orbitals

(1= 1), and the d orbitals

(.1 = 2). For n = 4, P can also

haw.. the value 3, for which

there are seven possible values

for m (-3, -2, -1, 0, +1, +2, +3).

The i= 3 orbitals are called

the f orbitals and the seven

values tor m ineicate seven

possible orientations of the f

orbitals.

D. RELATIVE ENERGY LEVELS

Since ve use the rale that

the electron is always "described"

in the lowest available -energy

level, we must consider the rel-

ative energies of the orbitals

beifore we continue with our model

building. Actual mathematical

analysis of the spectrum al'. ele-

wants (using quantum mechanics)

leads to the relative energy scale

in Table A.2.
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6s
n=6 0'

55
n=5

4s
n=4 1 0

39
n=

n=2

Table D.1
Relative Eaergy Scale

1-71
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We see from T7o1 e 1\.2 tht

the 4s orbital is lower in energy

than the 2d orbitals; the 5s orbi-

tll is below the 46 oitals; the

5p orbitals are below the 4f orbi-

tals; and the 6s orbital is less

enezgetic than the 4;i: or Sd orbi-

tals. With the relative energy

scale to guide us, we can describe

the orbita.1 model tor any atom.

The common natation for or;Jital

xdescription is the notaticn.

Knere a = the principal quantum

number, V = the orbital shape

(s, p, d, t), and x = tha number

oi electrons (two allowed for

each orientation or. the orbital).

;s an example, iron (Fe) atomic

number 26 would be written as follows:

Iron ls 2 252 2p6 3s2 3p6 s2 3d 6

Notice that the sum ot the super-

scripts is the total number of

electrons. How 1,:ould you write

the orbital notation (sometimes

called the alectron conziguration)

for arsenic, element number 33?

The orbital model has pro-

vided the scientist witn a

CS



powerful tool for explaining much

cf the behavior of the elements.

As you continue in OBEMS chapters

15, 16 and 17, the model is used

to explain periodic properties,

chemical behavior and certain

physical properties. ilowever, as

has been true of other models,

we shall see that this model

has limitations and must be re-

vised and extended as more inform-

aticn becomes available. Remember

a model is P concept, not a scale

2icture of a real object. A

scientist should not hesitate to

discard or revise a model to

fit experimental facts. The best

model, however, is one 'wilich is

coasistent with te most obser-

vations. To test tr.e power O.

the orbital model, sea if you

can find any reularity between

the org=niz.ation o.L! the periodic

table and the notion that there

are two electrons in each s

orbital, six electrons in the



chree orientations cf the p

orbitals, ten electrons in the

five available d orbitals, and

fourteen electrons in the f

orbitals.
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Exercises for Hamel_Desk and Lab (HDL)

(1) Explain the difference

between the orbital model

of the atom and the Boihr-

Sommerfeld model of the atom

which postulated quantized

orbits.

(2) Describe the locations of a

ls electron on the surface

of a sphere concentric with

the nucleus.

(3) The energy difference between

the two electronic states is

46.12 kcal/mole. What fre-

quency of light is emitted

when the electron goes from

the higher to the lower state?

What wavelength does this light

have. (How does the wavelength

compare to the approximate

size of atoms?)

4h = 9.52 x 101 kcal-sec/mole

ICI



(4) What happens when the electron

in the hydrogen atoms is to

change energy levels from ls

to 2s? Can you specify this

numerically?

(5) lame the elements that

correspond to the following

(6)

electron configurations.

ls
2 1

2s

ls
2 252

2
ls 2s

2
2p

3

2261
ls 2s 2p 3s

is
2

2s
2
2p
6 32

3p
6

4s
2

3d
7

Make an outline of the

periodic table and fill in

the )4x notation for the

outermost electron for the

first four periods. What

regularity do you see?

There are exceptions to

this regularity which will

be discussed in class.



II. MA4Y-ELECTRON ATOMS

ENERGY LEVELS OF MANY-ELECTRON ATOMS
Read section 15-2.1 CHEM'S

B. THE PERIODIC TABLE
Read section 15-2.2 CHEMS
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III. IONIZATION ENERGY AND THE PERIODIC TABLE

A. MEASUREMENT OF IONIZATION ENERGY
Read section 15-3.1 CHEMS

B. TRENDS IN IONIZATION ENERGY
Read section 15-3.2 CHEMS

C. IONIZATION ENERGIES AND VALENCE ELECTRONS
Read Section 15-3.3 CHEMS

D. THE FOURTH ROW OF THE PERIODIC TABLE
Read section 15-3.4 CHENS



IV. MOLECULES IN THE GAS PHASE

A. THz COVALENT BOND

1. THE HYDROGEN IMECULE
Rc.tad section 1b-1.1 CHEM

2, INTERACTION BETWEEN HELIUM ATOMS
flad section 16-1.2 CEEMS

3. REPRESENTATIOWS OF CHIJIICAL BODIDING
Rz,ad section 16-1.3 CHENLE

4. THE BONDING OF FLUORWE
Read section 16-1.4 CHEM



B. BONDING

J. ThE
Read

CAPACITY OF THE SECOND-ROW ELEMENTS

BONDING CAPACITY OF OXYGEN ATMS
section 16-2.1 CEZMS

2. THJ BONDING CAPACITY OF NITROGEN ATOMS
Read saction 16-2.2 ChEMS

3, TEL BONDING CAPACITY OF CARBON ATOMS
Read section 16-2.3 CHEM

4. THE BONDING CAPACITY Oi BORON ATOMS
Read section 16-2.4 CIEWIS

5. TEL BOADING CAPACITY OF MRYLLIUP, ATOMS
Read section C'b41iS

6. THL; BONDING CAPACITY OF LIThIUE ATOMS
11.;:ac7, sect:.on ChLNLS

7. VAL.6NCE
Rcaad section 16-2.7 CH4M3

ICG



C, TREND IV BOND TYPE AMONG TILL FIRST-ROW FLUORIDES

1. TIM BONDMG IN GASLOUS LITHIUM FLUORIDE
R.z.ad sction 16-3.1 CESiviS

2. IONIC CHARACTER IN BONDS TO FLUMINi;
Read section 16-3.2 Chil-S

3. IONIC CliRACTSR IN BONDS TO HYDROGEN
Read section 1c,-3.3 CIL;MS

4. 13,01D ENF,RGIES AND ELZCTRIC DIPOLES
Re,ad sectioll 16-3.4 CESMS
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D. MOLECULAR ARCHITECTURE

1. THE SinPES of E
2
0 AND F4)

Read section 16-4.1 CiLEMS

2. THE SHAPZS OF NH1 AND NF1
Read section 16-4.2 CHEMS

1. THE SFPPLS OF CH4 AND CFa
RLad section 1E-4.3 CHEM8

4. TH4 SHAPL OF BF3
Read section 1U-4.4 CHEMS

5. TH2 SHAPE OF Bc,F2
Read sectic. 134 5 CHEMS

6. SUMkizARY OF BONDING ORBITALS ,71ND MOLII:CULPR SIDAPE
Retld section 16-4.6 CHEMS

7, MOLECULAR SHAPE AND !,IJECTRIC DIPOLES
Rad section 16-4.7 CHEMS



E. DOUBLE BONDS

1. BONDING IS THE OXYGEN MOLECULE
Read section 16-5.1 OHEM

2. ETHYLENE: A CARBON-CARBON DOUBLE BOND
Read section 1b-5.2 OHEMS

2.a Ex?eriment: CIS-TRANS ISOMERS
CExp. 26
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V. THE BONDING IN SOLIDS AND LIQUIDS

A. THE ELEMENTS

1. VAN DER WAALS FORCES
Read section 17-1.1 CaL,MS

2. coVALENT BONDS AND NETWORK SOLIDS
Raad section 17-1.2 CHEMS

2.a Experiment: PACKING OF ATOMS
C.6xp. 27

J. METALLIC BONDING
Read section 17-1.3 cHams
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B. COMPOUNDS

1. VAS DLR WAALS FORCE6 AND
MOLECULAR sUBSTANCSS
Read secticn 17-2.1 CHEMS

2. COVALENT BONDS AND OLT,PORi<
SOLID COMPOUNDS
Read section 17-2.2

3. ME,TALLIC ALLOYS
Read section 17-2.3 CHEMS

4. IONIC smans
Read section 17-2.41 CHEMS

5. EeFECTS DUE TO ChARGE SEPARATION
Read section 17-2.5 CEEMS

6. HYDROGEN BONDS
RcFd section 17-2. CHEMS
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